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It is shown that it should be possible to observe the process of direct interaction between 
complex nuclei, in which the nuclei exchange neutrons when located on the external boun
dary of the Coulomb potential barrier. For large values of neutron moments in the outer 
shells, this process may result in a large range of the spins of the interacting nuclei and 
in excitation of all levels, which practically would not be attainable in any other way. The 
exponent that characterizes the probability of the processes under consideration is esti
mated. 

AccELERATION of heavy ions makes timely at 
present the observation of a unique nuclear process, 
namely the direct {i.e., not involving compound nu
cleus ) exchange of neutrons between complex nuclei. 
We cite two possible examples of such a process: 

sO~~ + lONe~g --- sO~f 
o+ o+ o, 2, 4+ 0, 2, 4+ 

(neutron exchange in the d~ shell) 

36I<r:: + asi<r: --- asi<r:f + asi<r~f 
o+ o+ o, 2, 4, 6, s+ o, 2, 4, 6, 8+ • 

(neutron exchange in the g./, shell). 

It is obvious that at large moments of the neu
trons in the outer shells, such an exchange may 
lead to a very strong change in the spins of the in
teracting nuclei, i.e., to an excitation of levels 
which differ greatly from the ground state in the 
value of the moment, but which are relatively 
weakly excited { ~ Mev). Since the excitation of 
such levels by any other means is of very low like
lihood, it is not excluded that this process, in spite 
of its uniqueness, may be of interest also for the 
study of new, still unknown nuclear levels. 

To estimate the probability of this process we 
can use the general method proposed by Landau1 
to describe transitions in quasi -classical system 
and applied by E. M. Lifshitz to interactions be
tween deuterons and nuclei2 and to neutron transfer 
from one complex nucleus to another. 3 We use 
Landau's method for the analysis of this case in 
complete analogy with the method used by Lifshitz, 
the only difference being that one must consider 
not one act of neutron transfer from nucleus 1 to 
nucleus 2, but two such acts {transfer one neutron 
from 1 to 2 and of another from 2 to 1), the aggre-
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gate of which comprises the neutron -exchange in-
teraction. 

We used in the calculations the same approxi-
mations as in reference 3, namely that the nuclei 
are considered concentrated in a point, the neutron 
mass m is assumed small compared with the nu-
clear masses {m « Mi, i = 1, 2), and the energy 
of the relative motion Eo of the nuclei is suffi
ciently large { E0 » Jim/Mi, where J1 and J 2 
are the binding energies in nucleus 1 or 2). With
out dwelling here on the intermediate derivations, 
we cite only the final result: the sought probability 
of direct neutron-exchange interaction is propor
tional to 

If the energy J1 of the detachment of the neutron 
from nucleus 1, which is the first to join the addi
tional neutron, is less than the energy J 1, or if 
an analogous relationship { J2 < J2 ) is satisfied 
f<>l' nucleus 2, then the most probable process is 
one in which the neutron first joins nucleon 1 or 
nucleon 2, and only then does this nucleus emit 
the neutron that goes into "exchange." Then the 
term fit + /J;, in the final expression for <I> 

should be replaced by the smaller of the two sums, 
.fJf + /J;, or fit+ ~. 

The relations obtained {like the omitted inter
mediate derivations) are quite analogous to those 
obtained by Lifshitz for the transfer of a neutron 
from one complex nucleus to another. The final 
result - the quantity <I> - differs in our case from 
that given in reference 3 only in the presence of 
two terms ..fJi instead of a single one, either 
fit or /J;, . To test the applicability of these 
relations and to estimate the effective values of 
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the factors in front of the exponents it is neces
sary to compare the formulas obtained in refer
ence 3 with the large experimental material accu
mulated recently on the transfer of neutrons from 
N14 nuclei to various bombarded targets. 4- 9 For 
N14 we have: z1 = 7, J = 10.55 Mev, E0 = 
{ (14/(14 + M2)} EN lab· 

The experimental dependence5- 8 of the cross 
sections for the neutron transfer to various nuclei 
by the nitrogen nuclei on the energy of the nitrogen 
nuclei is illustrated in the diagram in the form of 
the logarithms of the factor in front of the exponent 
[Log k =log a(mbn) + a/2.3 EN lab] at various 
values of EN lab· The diagram shows that, at 
least for six nuclei ( Be9, Na23 , Al27 and the three 
isotopes of Magnesium) the sum log a + 
a/2.3 EN lab is actually constant, thus confirming 
qualitatively the applicability of the discussed re-
lationships. · 

Data on neutron transfer from N14 to B10 and 
N14 do not fit into the relation obtained in refer
ence 3, since the cross sections of these reactions 
increase with energy rather slowly ( aexp is less 
than that cited above), and the values of log a + 
a/2.3 EN lab diminish with increasing energy of 
the nitrogen ions. However, even in these cases 
the discrepancy between the experimental data and 
the ordinary formula for the probability of pene
trating through the Coulomb barrier is consider
ably greater. 

The values of the factors in front of the expo
nents, obtainable from the diagram ( 0. 2 to 0.4 
barns for Be, C, and 0 and 10 to 100 barns for 
Na, Mg, and Al) are naturally too high, since in 
the derivation of these relations the nuclei were 
assumed to be concentrated in a point. 

Without dwelling in greater detail on the role of 
the finite dimensions of the nuclei in the exact cal-

culations, we point out only that the region in which 
the sharp increase in the cross section of neutron 
transfer by the N14 nuclei increases rapidly with 
energy is shown experimentally to extend to ener
gies somewhat in excess of the usually employed 
Coulomb potential barrier. However, the exact 
contribution of the barrier factors to the foregoing 
effective values of the factors in front of the expo
nents is immaterial. All that is important is that 
the true values of the factors in front of the expo
nents are close in order of magnitude to those pro
posed for the direct neutron-exchange interaction. 
In the latter case we can expect only a relatively 
small reduction in the factor in front of the expo
nent for the production of each of the final states 
with different spins, owing to the large number of 
these possible states. A comparison of the geomet
rical cross sections with the cross sections of the 
neutron-transfer processes, together with a com
parison of the values of <I> for neutron exchange 
and for neutron transfer, give therefore grounds 
for assuming that the direct neutron -exchange 
cross sections of complex nuclei may reach val
ues on the order of 10-30 -10-29 cm2 near the lim
iting barrier energy and that such an interaction 
can be thus observed by recording the subsequent 
y radiation (in particular, the coincidences be
tween y quanta from both final nuclei ) and in 
some cases by detecting hitherto-unknown isomer 
transitions (relative to the long-lived low-energy 
E2 transitions). 

The author expresses sincere gratitude to A. S. 
Kompaneets and E. M. Lifshitz for valuable advice. 
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